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Also, *wishing* 34.....

What are you "wishing" about and to whom are you "wishing" ?

Please tell me the exact number and series of teaching where *wishing* is correct for a follower of
Jesus.

I have members of my family who are delivered from the occult, by faith, in Jesus Name. They will
have a glorious testimony. 

They did not have the great opportunity, like you did, to attend FA and have access to the
teachings of HEF.

You have not confirmed your exact presence to me when attending FA, so I will let you know if I
think you were really a member of FA or not.

My family *wishes* to their pagan Gods of Wicca and to the gods of Lucifer.

I walk into their houses and see their alters to the gods they *wish* to.

I have to tear those "wishing" alters down every morning and night in prayer, by faith. 

Just answer the simple questions I have presented to you. I will answer all of them for myself!!!
NO problem!  

You know that Satanists/Luciferians  hate his (Hobart E. Freeman) guts for a reason...right???

Tell me why.

You are so full of the knowledge of the tapes and teachings and why FA existed. Tell me why.

Tell me why, when HEF was attending The Southern Baptist Theological Seminary,(and June and
His three daughters were living in Charlestown, Indiana,) the Satanists, in Louisville, Kentucky,
(the 2nd largest Satanic church in American) hated his guts.
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You know where this is referenced in his books and on the tapes, right? 

List them........list them.

I can.

So, don't come on OO and act like you have the right to have "attitude." 

Don't come on OO and act like you are above women/a woman who has/have suffered and fought
to stay alive, by faith....alone....without any help....crying out to God every night.

When you can roll over, every single night in bed, and don't know if you will be murdered and
wake up in heaven or not, maybe I will listen to you.

If you have been a faithful follower of OO, you will know what I am talking about.

In the meantime....just answer the simple little questions I have presented.

Thank you for any consideration. Jesus did the same. So I will too.

In the meantime, I would start preparing for the type of persecution that I have mentioned above.
It is not coming, it is here.

I trust you have listened to the teachings of the Blood, faith, and dying with your physical body.
Not just dying about attitude, but dying and you are in heaven or hell.

Again, thank you for any consideration.  
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